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Some of our 
customers

Moveworks for HR
The AI solution for personalized HR support

HR is responsible for the day-to-day employee experience. 
Everything from onboarding to healthcare enrollment falls 
under their purview. While the rise of the hybrid workplace has 
provided unprecedented flexibility for employees, this flexibility 
has put even more pressure on HR teams. They recognize that 
slow support directly correlates with employee frustration, but 
they are overwhelmed, struggling to provide support with the 
speed and personalization that employees deserve.

Moveworks for HR tackles this challenge, providing a one-stop 
shop for employees to get their HR issues addressed. Employ-
ees receive world-class support in seconds, and HR teams 
get time back to focus on what matters most — people, not 
support queues.

Deeply Integrate HR Systems
Moveworks unifies existing HR systems to provide the 
best up-to-date answer or action. No need to remember 
multiple systems or manually update dialog flows.

Provide Instant Support
Moveworks resolves issues end-to-end by pulling 
personalized answers from disparate sources and 
surfacing relevant forms.

Accelerate Complex Issues
Moveworks automatically routes issues to the right 
specialist or manager for approvals.

351K+
hours of employee productivity saved  
by Moveworks 

“It’s really the small moments that create your 
company culture. With Moveworks, we’ve 
made those millions of small moments 
effortless — by giving our employees what 
they need, when they need it. The result is 
that my team can focus on the big projects 
that move our business forward.”

— Elizabeth Wheeler, Senior Manager of Benefits & 
HR Connect, Palo Alto Networks

http://www.moveworks.com


moveworks.com/request-demo

Request a demo
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Moveworks for HR can turn frustrating moments 
into magic by bringing AI to HR. But automation 
is scratching the surface. Many issues can be 
prevented with proactive communications. Learn 
how Moveworks Employee Communications can 
help you stop issues before they happen with 
targeted communications that inspire action.

Scale across all 
your HR initiatives
Make the moments that 
matter, effortless

• Employee Onboarding
• Open Enrollment
• Benefits Update
• Tax Inquiry
• Payroll Inquiry
• Company Holiday Schedule

• PTO Request & Approval
• PTO Balance Lookup
• Report Life Event Change
• Report Role Change
• Leave Inquiry & Approval
• Employment Verification 

Request
• Travel Policy Questions
• Training Requests
• Relocation Policy Inquiry
• Retirement Account Update
• And more…

https://www.moveworks.com/request-demo
http://www.moveworks.com
https://www.moveworks.com/departments/internal-comms

